
Information regarding seminary works, lectures and workshops 
 

Seminary works (a written examination in the form of a seminary work is one of the possible 
ways to complete a subject in doctoral studies).  
The professional level of the seminary work is evaluated by an examiner who decides 
whether the doctoral student can already submit the seminary work together with a 
completed Record of doctoral study examination to Study Department Officer of doctoral 
studies.  

The seminary work in English must include the following information: 
- title, abstract, key words (minimum 5), text with citations, used literature at the end of 
the seminary work (sorted alphabetically by authors’ last name + ISBN, ISSN), other sources 
and online sources  
- Number of pages – minimum of 5 and maximum of 15 pages 
- in this way it is not possible to pass language exam at Foreign Language Centre at Faculty of 
Education  
 

LECTURE 
The professional level of a written output will be evaluated by student’s supervisor who will 
also decide whether the student can already submit the written output to Study Department 
Officer of doctoral studies.  

The written output in English must include the following information: 
- title, abstract (one paragraph), key words (min. 5), text with citations, used literature at 
the end of the seminary work (sorted alphabetically by authors’ last name + ISBN, ISSN), 
other sources and online sources  
- Number of pages – minimum of 5 and maximum of 15 pages 
 

WORKSHOP 
The professional level of a written output will be evaluated by student’s supervisor who will 
also decide whether the student can already submit the written output to Study Department 
Officer of doctoral studies.  

The written output must include the following information: 
- title  
- project’s evaluation, photo documentation and results analysis 
- Number of pages – minimum of 5 and maximum of 15 pages 
 

Submission: 
Once the examiner evaluates the professional level of seminary work or the supervisor the 
lecture or workshop, the doctoral student submits the written outputs to the study 
department as soon as possible.  
 

All your written outputs are archived.  
 
 

Example of writing the list of used literature, other sources or online sources: 
AJVAZ, M.: Světelný prales. Úvahy o vidění. Praha: OIKOYMENH, 2003, 22 s., ISBN 80-8521-
021-6 
BLÁHA, J.: Prostor a čas v kubistických obrazech Pabla Picassa a v hudbě Igora 
Stravinského. Estetika, 1985, roč. 85, č. 4, s. 211 - 254, ISSN 0014-1291 
POKORNÝ, J.: Fyziologie chování a paměti. In Lékařská fyziologie. Praha: Grada 
Avicenum, 1994, s. 418 - 426, ISBN 80-7169-036-8 
 
 

Publications are cited in accordance with citing standards ČSN ISO 690 a ČSN 
ISO 690-2 


